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Abstract

This project includes learning of big data tools like Apache Storm, elasticsearch, and data vi-
sualisations library like D3. Started with understing how social media analytics tools work and
done code refactoring, UI/UX improvement, implemented visualizations. For comparing all the
social media analytics tools in the portal, tried to make the user interface understandable and
user experience better. Using Google maps api, I displayed, geo-locations of the tweets from
twitter on the map. Mainly worked on Twitter, along with flickr, youtube, google+, tumblr,
reddit.
Created a dashboard for News Feed related sources of information including RSS Feed and Blogs
written on various platforms. Added filters for the timeline of the keywords and analysis of the
data collected through different visualizations for better and easy understanding.
Diving deep into d3 visualisations and big data tools, project was extended to create another
similar tool to perform analysis on the data given by a government organisation to extract useful
inferences.

Keywords: Online Social Media, Visualizations, User Interface, User Experience, RSS Feed,
Blog Search, Elastic search, indexing tools, Kibana, D3.
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Motivation

Social media platforms are increasingly being used as an information source. Everyday, data col-
lected through such crowd sourcing platforms is increasing. To understand such a huge amount
of data, we have implemented features presenting data in different types of visualizations, which
can be easily read and understood by people. There have been many such features implemented
by students in previous years. From the feedback we get from agencies using these tool, we keep
on improving the features and also keep adding more.
I have added a new dashboard for RSS Feeds and Blog search which allows users to collect and
understand the data published on these platforms.
Source for the data is not only restricted to social media platforms.
Some government organisations have a lot of data which can help them find the rise of vulnari-
bilities and attack through internet provided by the diferent internet serive providers on different
devices. I worked on a sample dataset given by the agency, to make a tool which can work on
similar datasets and help them control malwares infecting different IP addresses and ISPs.
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Chapter 1

Tools Learnt

Along with my previous knowldge and understand in python, celery, MVC frameworks, Javascrpts,
Jquery, I learnt the following languages and frameworks

• Ruby on Rails Framework: It is an open source web development framework. Front-End
of the Social media analytics tool is made in Ruby on rails framework. ROR allows user
to add or change data to the backend and change it in a user friendly way.

• Node Js: For visualisations of the network graph of twitter, and user clusters in the
analytics tool. Network Graph, which shows connections among the users, needs to be
handled concurrently, hence node js is used here. Similarly, user cluster graph, which
shows area wise distribution of the source of the tweets from the twitter are shown using
node js framework

• D3 Visualiasations: Bar Graph, Pie-chart, word cloud, to display different analysis like,
top 25 URL, sentiment analysis, timeline analysis.

• Apache Storm: On Storm we run topologies and it processess messages forever, untill
manually killed. There are two kinds of nodes on a Storm cluster, master nodes and
worker nodes. Master node runs the daemon which is responsible for distributing code
around the clusters, assigns tasks and monitors for failures. Each worker then runs a
daemon which listens for work assigned and starts-stops workers as necessary. Storm is
written in java, but we are using Pyleus, which is a python framework for developing and
launching Storm topologies.

• Elastic Search: It is a Lucene(Information retrieval software library) based search engine,
which provides a text search engine taking JSON documents as inputs.
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Chapter 2

News Feed Dashboard

I have created a new dashboard for news related sources of information like RSS Feed and Blog
Search. News Feed Dashboard shows content based on user who is logged in. Users can either
create a new keyword or view the already created keywords.
On news feed dashboard user has two options either create a tile for Blog search or a tile for
RSS Feed search. Any of them can be selected from the settings cog in the search bar.

Figure 2.1: News Feed Dashboard

1. Blog Search: Takes input a phrase and generates a keyword with the name of that phrase.
Our application finds all the blogs related to that user given phrase. To narrow down the
results, user can also generate an advanced blog search by giving additional parameters.

2. RSS Feed: Takes input title and URL for the RSS feed and generates a keyword the the
name of the title given. Our application finds all the rss feeds posted on that url and
presents them to the user in the form of timeline and analytics.
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Figure 2.2: Add Blog Keyword Form

Figure 2.3: Add RSS Feed Keyword Form

User have the following options for the keywords:

1. Play/Pause: Every keyword on the dashboard has play/pause button which enables or
disables the data collection of the keyword from the server side.

2. Archive: If the user don’t need some keyword for the time being, they can archive that
keyword. Archived keywords can be unarchived later from the ”Archived Keywords” panel.

3. Delete: If the user don’t want the keyword at all, they can delete the keyword entirely.

Figure 2.4: Keyword Tile Play/Pause
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Figure 2.5: Archived keywords Panel: Users can un-archive keywords when they need them again

Figure 2.6: Pop-up modal to warn user before delete/archive the keyword

Whenever a user clicks on archive button or delete button or try to un-archive the keywords
back, modal/pop-us are shown asking confirmations from the users. In previous versions of OSM
dashboard, for each keyword, one modal was generated having it’s content with title and link
to the functionality. With so many modal boxes for just one purpose increases the loading time
of the page and also results in poor user experience.
But now, in News Feed Dashboard, we are using just one template modal for all the keywords
on dashboard and changing the content of that modal using Jquery right before the pop up is
loaded. Using just one modal significantly decreases the amount of code, thus page is loaded
faster and more efficiently hence improving the user experience.
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Chapter 3

Blog Keyword

Blog Search allows users to create a keyword with any phrase. Our application will gather
content from all the blogging websites and present them to the users on timeline along with
it’s analytics. To create a new blog keyword from News Feed Dashboard, users can select Blog
Search from the search bar options. Two types of ’blog search’ are possible:

• Basic Search: Search based on just a phrase. The blogs containing that phrase will be
added to the corresponding keyword.

• Advanced Search: Users can add more filters to their keyword thus giving more specific
results according to the requirement.

1. Language: Multiple languages can be selected from the drop-down menu

2. Location: Multiple locations/countries can be selected from the drop-down menu

3. URL: User can add urls in this field if they want results from those links only. or if
they want results from everywhere except some link, they can put them URL exclude
field.

4. Site: User can add websites in this field if they want results from those websites only.
or if they want results from everywhere except some websites, they can put them in
exclude field.

5. Blog: User can add blogger platforms in this field if they want results from them only
or if they want results from everywhere except some blogger platforms, they can put
them Blog exclude field.

6. Author: User can add author name if they want blogs only by that person or can use
Author exclude field to results except the given author name.
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Figure 3.1: Advanced Search options available to the users

Figure 3.2: Blog keywords with advanced search fields, have a special icon differentiating them. On hover,
users can read the parameters used while creating the keywords.
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Chapter 4

News Feed Timeline

The tiles of the RSS Feed and Blog Search on the news feed dashboard are directed to their
respective timeline. The timeline of a keywords looks like the following.

Figure 4.1: Time of a blog keyword from News Feed Dashboard

The timeline of the keyword shows the posts sorted by latest first.
Along with the timeline, user can see total number os posts on top right corner of the page.
Users have filters in the timeline to narrow down the results according to their requirements.
Users have addition options on the top left corner of the timeline, which have been explained
later.

• Blog Post: Clicking on read more will take users to the original blog post.
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Figure 4.2: Blog Post on timeline

• RSS Post: Clicking on RSS Post will take the user to original post.

Figure 4.3: RSS Post on timeline
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Chapter 5

Timeline Filters

From the timeline filters users can reduce the results and incline them towards the their need.
Various timeline filters are available

Figure 5.1: Available filters in timeline of News Feed Keywords
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Text Filter By adding text filter we can get only the blog in the timeline which has the words
we have added.
Date and Time Filter With every blog, we have when that blog was written by the author.
To get blogs from a specific period of time, we can select date and time from here and Click
Apply filter to the desired results.
Sentiment Filter To Filter blog results with sentiments, users can use sentiment filter. To
get Blogs only positive sentiment, users can click on . To get Posts with positive and neutral
sentiment, users can select both positive and negative sentiment filters.

Figure 5.2: Filters for Positive and Neutral Sentiments are selected

Entity Filter Users can filter blog results having certain entity using this filter. Location,
Organisation and Person dropdown gives a list of entities present in the blogs. By selecting
them, user can narrow down the blog results even further.

Figure 5.3: List of locations in entity filter of timeline

Clear Filters If user has applied any filters, they can be cleared by Clear All Filters button
below Apply Filters
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Chapter 6

More Options in Timeline

On left of the timeline page, users can see four buttons, Analytics, Select Posts, Additional
Filters (Top 50 Posts), and Download Posts.

Figure 6.1: List of options in timeline

Analytics of the keyword (Explained in the next section)
Select Posts Clicking select Posts option allows users to select the posts. There is a checkbox
after each blog which shows up and user can then select the posts and perform analysis on them
or download them all.
Four more button shows up on clicking select posts:
Select All: Allows users to select all the posts visible on the timeline.
Deselect: Allows users to uncheck all the posts.
Filter and analyse: Users can select the posts and click Filter and analyse to get a new
keyword having only the selected posts. Further analytics will be performed on those selected
posts in the new tile.
Download: Selected posts can be downloaded as CSV, Json, or in PDF format.
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Figure 6.2: Select Posts option on timeline of a keyword

Figure 6.3: Download All To download all the posts of the keyword, users can use this button and get
results in Comma Separated Values, or Json or in PDF format.
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Chapter 7

News Feed Analytics

Analytics To get the analytics of the timeline, users can click on Analytics button in timeline of
the keyword.

Post Volume This graph tells user about the number of blogs written every hour.

Figure 7.1: Area-Plot showing number of posts every half an hour. There is a See Posts button on the
top. If we select a particular area in the graph and click on See Posts button, then we will be redirected
to the timeline showing all the posts posted between the selected time period.

Selecting time period by click and drag and clicking on See posts, we can filter the posts from
that time period.
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Figure 7.2: Selected an area to get posts from that time period

Content Content Analysis includes, Word Cloud of the post content, Entity Analysis and
Sentiment Analysis.
Word Cloud

Figure 7.3: Word Cloud of posts. All the words in the word cloud are clickable. If we hover the cursor
over a word, we will get the frequency of that word in the posts collected by the application. If we click
on a word, we will be redirected to another word cloud which contains the words related to the clicked
word. If we ctrl+click on a word, we will be redirected back to the timeline the timeline will show all
the posts which contains the clicked word.
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By using the slider at the bottom of the word cloud we can change the number of words for the
word cloud.

Figure 7.4: Slider changed to show word cloud corresponding to Top 99 words

We can download the word cloud by download button at top right corner of the wordcloud.

Download button on top right corner to export the wordcloud in pdf format
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Entity Analysis

Figure 7.5: Word Cloud of Entities in posts.

If we click on a word, we will be redirected back to the timeline the timeline will show all the
posts which contains the clicked word.

Sentiment Analysis

Figure 7.6: Sentiment Analysis
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The donut is click-able. We can click on the donut to see posts with a particular sentiment. For
example, if we click on blue colored part (part corresponding to neutral sentiment posts) of the
donut in above figure, we will be redirected back to the timeline and the timeline will show all
the posts with neutral sentiment.
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Chapter 8

News Feed Administraion

Some users in our application has special privileges and are labeled as ’Admin’. There is an
entire administration section for admins. For news feed, Blogs Keywords and RSS Feed can be
changed from admin section, just like OSM keywords.

Figure 8.1: Admin Panel

On RSS Admin, we have list of all the RSS keywords with their, title, URL, active or inactive,
users having it in their dashboard, creator, updater.
More details about the keyword can be read through the info section of the keyword.
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Figure 8.2: RSS admin panel

Admin can create a new keyword.

Figure 8.3: Create new RSS keyword

Admin can edit the keyword.
Admin can check any keyword active or inactive.
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Admin can also add users to the keywords, so that multiple users don’t have to create same
keywords.

Figure 8.4: Edit RSS keyword

Admin can delete the keyword.

Admin can check the history logs of the keyword.

Figure 8.5: RSS keyword history log
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Chapter 9

Data analysis on Botnet Cleaning &
Malware Analysis centre

Source of Data:
Sample data as JSON was provided by the government agency. As such data is confidential to
them, they didn’t provide us the real data.

Data Features:
When a malware or a botnet affects an IP and get noticed by the organisation, it is added
to the dataset. The information which comes along with the IP address and malware family
is, Internet service provider, observeration time, source time, latitude, longitude, country code,
asn, as name, threat type, report date, report time, url, etc..

Dashboard:
I made a dashboard in flask for the interaction with the users in the agency. The dashboard
shows the visualisations of the data provided and displays the inferences gathered. It starts
by providing the summary of the data collected. The user can select the time period for the
analysis and dashboard will show the analysis only for given period of time.

Indexing Tool:
I used elasticsearch as indexing tool and store data. All the jsons files are pushed into elastic
search and given an index of the date the data was added. This architecture is similar to how
logstash(a popular implementation of elasticsearch) works. Based on the indexes, the elastic
search further divides the documents in shards for fast retreival of data.
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Chapter 10

Malware Data Anayltics tool

Following visualisations were made from the data collected using D3:

1. ISP wise infections and count of the IPs.
To represent this data, we used bubble chart.
It takes a range of infected IPs count as input from the user and shows the Internet service
providers lying in the range. Larger the bubble means more infected IPs have this ISP.
Same number can be seen by hovering on the bubble.

Figure 10.1: Bubble chart showing ISP with the count of infected IPs

2. ASN wise infections and count of the IPs
To represent this data, we again used bubble chart.
It takes a range of infected IPs count as input from the user and shows the ASN numbers.
Larger the bubble means more infected IPs have this ASN. Same number can be seen by
hovering on the bubble.
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Figure 10.2: Bubble chart showing ASN with the count of infected IPs

3. Malwares and infected IPs with same ISP
I published this data in the form a table, with features like search, sort. The table for each
ISP shows the malware family of the infection, number of times that infection has affected
the ISP, and also number of IPs that infection has affected. By expanding each infection
tab, user can also check the all the IPs that has been affected by the infection along with
the count.

4. Malwares and infected IPs with the same ASN
I published this data in the form a table, with features like search, sort. The table for
each ASN shows the malware family of the infection, number of times that infection has
occured with the ASN, and also number of IPs that infection has affected. By expanding
each infection tab, user can also check the all the IPs that has been affected by the infection
along with the count.

5. Top Malwares and IPs being infected with them
I published this data in the form a table, with features like search, sort. The table shows
the malware family of the most frequent infections, and number of IPs that infection has
affected. By expanding each infection tab, user can also check the all the IPs that has
been affected by the infection along with the count.

6. Most frequently occuring affected IP addresses
I published this data in the form a table, with features like search, sort. The table shows
the IP address and number of times each of them has been affected. By expanding each
IP tab, user can also check the all the infections that affected the IP along with the count.

7. Longest time an infection residing on an IP
For every IP, if there is an infection which repeats untill it disappears is taken as the
duration of the infection. When ISPs find out about the infection on IP, they notify the
customers about it and tell them about the methods to get rid of the infections. By this
analysis, agency can know about which ISP is taking too long to tell customers about the
infections. In some cases, there could be that customer doesn’t respond to the notifications
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by the ISP and infection stays on the IP for longer time. To solve this problem, I calulcated
the average and removed the outliers for the infection resides on the IPs segregate by the
ISP.

8. Geo-location for the events
Every event comes with the latitude and longitude of the event. I ahve plotted them on
the map to understand the locations being infected. Inferences derived is the popularity of
the infection in an area. Also, to find the behaviour of the infection being spreaded from
region to region.

Apart from the D3 visualisations, agency needed to have more visualisations, so I gave them
a session on kibana which is a plugin of elasticsearch. KIbana allows users to visualise data
from the elastic search. It has in built visualisations and do not require any coding experiance.
Visualisations made in kibana can be embebed into my dashboard thus making a complete
system showing most of the inferences from the data collected.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

News Feed Dashboard is completed and perfectly working. Thoroughly testing has been done
and code has been merged with the master branch, which is ready to deploy.
Along with the tools made, I have written help manual for the the news feed dashboard which
has also been merged with the master branch.
Dashboard for Analyticss on data of Botnet cleaning & Malware Analysis center has been sub-
mitted and installed on the server of agency.
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